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October 20, 2010

I have done a study on the dating of Christ’s Birth which may be helpful here. It shows with
much support that Jesus was actually born in 8 B.C. See
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/actual-year-of-christs-birth.html]this post[/url] for
more.

I have also done a study on the date of the Crucifixion which actually does not depend on
Christ’s age. The best supported date is 31. A.D. See in
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2008/07/biblical-interpretation-of-daniels-70.html]this
post[/url].

God Bless.

October 24, 2010

Hello jfla,

Did you read my post on the dating of Christ’s birth. See
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/actual-year-of-christs-birth.html]this post[/url]. I
also had consulted Martin’s works, but found them inconclusive as the Biblical record is clear
that the star had appeared twice, once two years before on the very night when Christ was born
and then two years later when the wisemen had made the trip to Jerusalem. Then that newly
reappeared star guided them to Bethlehem. It therefore clearly was not a natural/astronomical
appearance. As such it cannot be found using computer recreations. The 1 B.C. Date is
unattenable because of the known death of Herod in 4 B.C. Other arguments presented on that
blog post show that the 8 B.C. date is best supported.

Quote from: NJK Project on Today at 05:26:45 PM
Hello jfla,

Did you read my post on the dating of Christ’s birth. See this post.

I’m still working my way through this board, so I haven’t gotten to everything yet.

Quote
I also had consulted Martin’s works, but found them inconclusive as the Biblical record is clear
that the star had appeared twice, once two years before on the very night when Christ was born
and then two years later when the wisemen had made the trip to Jerusalem.



It has been a while since I read Martin’s book so I don’t recall right off if he addressed this
issue, but can you tell me what Scripture you are basing this on?

Matthew 2:9 When they had heard the king, they departed; and, lo, the star, which they
saw in the east, went before them, till it came and stood over where the young child was. 

This verse could be saying that the star was in the eastern sky when the Wise Men left
Herod just as much as it is saying that the Wise Men had seen it while they were still in a
region to the East of Judea.

Quote
Then that newly reappeared star guided them to Bethlehem. It therefore clearly was not a
natural/astronomical appearance.

If the star was a supernatural event, why did only the Wise Men notice it? Unusual celestial
events generally instilled fear and dread in the ancient world.  A supernatural event in the
sky would likely have caused a worldwide panic, which would be attested to in the world’s
historical documentation. 

Quote
The 1 B.C. Date is unattenable because of the known death of Herod in 4 B.C.

This assumes that you definitely know the date of Herod’s death.  An underlying pillar of
Martin’s claim is that the 4BC date for Herod’s death is wrong. 
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[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837616#msg837616 date=1287961170]
It has been a while since I read Martin’s book so I don’t recall right off if he addressed this
issue, ...[/quote]

I had found Martin’s dating in general to be inconclusive in regards to all of the corroborating
facts/evidence that point to a 8 B.C. date. This includes his view of a 1 B.C. eclipse was a
supposed (natural) “star”. 

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837616#msg837616 date=1287961170]
... but can you tell me what Scripture you are basing this on?[/quote]

I am basing my view that the Star of Bethlehem was not an “eclipse” on Matt 2:7 & 16 which
says that Herod sought to “inquire with exactness” (Greek: [i]akriboo[/i]) the “time” (Gr.
[i]chronos[/i]) [and not [i]kairos[/i] = ‘a set/appointed/“seasonal” time’ as a naturally occurring
eclipse would be, which is why they can be reconstructed using computer computations], and
found that it had been 2 years. The fact that the wisemen visited Jesus when he was ‘a “child”
and living in a “house”’ (Matt 2:11); vs. ‘the babe living in a stable and lying in a manger’ (Luke
2:7-20) that the shepherds saw, shows that two years had indeed since past. Also an eclipse does



not last for two years, and when the wisemen saw the star in the sky after they had left Herod’s
presence, they “rejoiced exceedingly with great joy” (Matt 2:10). The emphatic interjection
“behold” (Gr. [i]idou[/i] in Matt 2:9 also strongly suggests a sudden manifestation. These all
strongly imply that they had not seen this star prior to this, thus all along their travel and stay in
Jerusalem and thus it had just then reappeared. This “star” was also mobile since it precisely
guided them to the house where Jesus now was (Matt 2:9). Therefore based upon these
statements, and the fact that Luke 2:15 shows that the company of angels that had appeared to the
shepherds in the field then rose up into the heavens, I find support for the view that this star was
actually ‘not a fixed star, nor planet, but “a distant company of shining angels”’
([url=http://egwtext.whiteestate.org/publication.php?lang=en&bookCode=DA&collection=2&se
ction=all&pagenumber=60]White, [i]Desire of Ages[/I], p.60[/url]).

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837616#msg837616 date=1287961170]
Matthew 2:9 When they had heard the king, they departed; and, lo, the star, which they
saw in the east, went before them, till it came and stood over where the young child
was.[/quote]

The sentence syntax of Greek of Matt 2:9 literally says: “and behold the star, the one which they
saw [‘at one point in time before’] in the East (aorist)...”. If the meaning was that they were
simply now “seeing it in the Eastern sky” a Greek [i]present[/i] (“we see”) or [i]imperfect[/i] (we
were “seeing”) tense would have been used. Furthermore, Bethlehem is Southwest of Jerusalem,
so if this Star had appeared in the Eastern sky it would not be pointing to Bethlehem but, e.g.
Bethabara. The “East” here can only be referring to where they had come from. Similarly, the
identical mention of this “in the East” back in 2:2 could logically only be seen to be a reference
to where the Magi came from as it is much more likely that a bright star would have allowed
them to make a connection, attracted them, to Judea, only if it had appeared over Judea, thus ‘in
the Western sky’ from the standpoint of the Magi, and not in the Eastern regions where they
were. Needless to say that if it had appeared ‘in the Eastern sky to them’ it would have led them
further east towards Asia. This “star” also could not be said that it was leading them southwest to
Bethlehem while in the Eastern sky. As also stated before, an eclipse, planet or fixed star would
not be able to thus “go before them and settle right over the house where Jesus was.”

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837616#msg837616 date=1287961170]
If the star was a supernatural event, why did only the Wise Men notice it? Unusual celestial
events generally instilled fear and dread in the ancient world.  A supernatural event in the
sky would likely have caused a worldwide panic, which would be attested to in the world’s
historical documentation.[/quote]

These wisemen may not have been the only people to notice it but they were quite evidently the
only ones who came to understand what it was. Probably seeing the Num 24:17 prophecy in the
Jewish writings. As it is being done today, the star may have simply been interpreted by others as
simply an unforseen/uncalculated eclipse and thus great attention was not placed upon it, even if
it was “unforeseen/unscheduled”. If this appearance was not prolonged, it may also have been
passed off as a common, type of “shooting star” event.



[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837616#msg837616 date=1287961170]
This assumes that you definitely know the date of Herod’s death.  An underlying pillar of
Martin’s claim is that the 4BC date for Herod’s death is wrong. [/quote]

Many scholarly studies have upheld and affirmed the chronology stated by Josephus which point
to a 4 B.C. date for Herod’s death. Martin’s view which is controlled by a 1 B.C. eclipse has to
ignore too many other exegetical and historical statements and facts to be accepted as sound and
valid.

My [url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/actual-year-of-christs-birth.html]blog post[/url]
has more on the support for the 8 B.C. date.
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Quote from: NJK Project on Today at 12:15:57 AM
I am basing my view that the Star of Bethlehem was not an “eclipse” on Matt 2:7 & 16 which
says that Herod sought to “inquire with exactness” (Greek: akriboo) the “time” (Gr. chronos)
[and not kairos = ‘a set/appointed/“seasonal” time’ as a naturally occurring eclipse would be,
which is why they can be reconstructed using computer computations], and found that it had been
2 years.

I have not made any claim that the star was an eclipse, and I don’t recall that Martin or
anybody else has said it was an eclipse.

Quote
The fact that the wisemen visited Jesus when he was ‘a “child” and living in a “house”’ (Matt
2:11); vs. ‘the babe living in a stable and lying in a manger’ (Luke 2:7-20) that the shepherds
saw, shows that two years had indeed since past.

Would it take 2 years to travel from Mesopotamia to Judea?  No.

Why would the Wise Men want to be in Bethlehem 2 years after Christ’s birth rather than
be there as soon after the birth as possible?  The scenario proposed by Martin indicates
that the star gave the Wise Men advanced notice- they knew about Christ’s birth before it
actually happened.

And what guarantee did the Wise Men have that Christ would still be in Bethlehem 2 years
after His birth?  Mary and Joseph lived in Nazareth, not Bethlehem, so why would they
have stayed in Bethlehem for 2 years instead of returning to their home?

Notice Matthew 2:2 Saying, Where is he that is born King of the Jews? for we have seen his
star in the east, and are come to worship him.

The present tense “is” suggests that Christ’s birth had not yet happened when the Wise
Men arrived in Jerusalem or had just recently happened.  If the Wise Men arrived 2 years



after the fact, wouldn’t they have asked “where is He that was born king of the Jews”? 

Quote
These all strongly imply that they had not seen this star prior to this, thus all along their travel
and stay in Jerusalem and thus it had just then reappeared.

But they had seen the star before they met with Herod (Matthew 2:2).  If the star didn’t
exist until after the Wise Men had met Herod, how would they have known to go to Judea? 

Quote
This “star” was also mobile since it precisely guided them to the house where Jesus now was
(Matt 2:9). Therefore based upon these statements, and the fact that Luke 2:15 shows that the
company of angels that had appeared to the shepherds in the field then rose up into the heavens, I
find support for the view that this star was actually ‘not a fixed star, nor planet, but “a distant
company of shining angels”’

Then why does the Bible say “star” and not “a distant company of shining angels”?

Quote
These wisemen may not have been the only people to notice it but they were quite evidently the
only ones who came to understand what it was.

Get real.  Ancient astronomers were very accomplished.  A supernatural celestial event
would not have gone unnoticed- and it most likely would have been feared by the people
that did notice it. 

October 25, 2010

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837769#msg837769 date=1288007694]
I have not made any claim that the star was an eclipse, and I don’t recall that Martin or
anybody else has said it was an eclipse.[/quote]

Uhhh... just [i]Google[/i] “star of Bethlehem an eclipse” if you actually want to find people who
have this view. That indeed is the sole basis for seeing Josephus’ cited “lunar eclipses” as the
“star” which includes [url=http://www.johnpratt.com/items/docs/herod/herod.html]Martin’s 1
B.C. view[/url]. Martin’s view has indeed also been pointedly
[url=http://books.google.com/books?id=UCBBY_O88uYC&lpg=PA93&dq=ernest%20martin%
20refuted&pg=PA93#v=onepage&q&f=false]‘thoroughly discredited’[/url].

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837769#msg837769 date=1288007694]
Would it take 2 years to travel from Mesopotamia to Judea? No.[/quote]

I did not claim that it did. The delay was probably due to the wisemen either first doing an
extensive research in various sacred records to determine the meaning of this great appearance.
Then when they made a royal connection to it, they probably took more time to save up for both



the trip and their great gifts. 

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837769#msg837769 date=1288007694]
Why would the Wise Men want to be in Bethlehem 2 years after Christ’s birth rather than
be there as soon after the birth as possible?[/quote] 

They evidently wanted to be there as soon as possible, but the above mentioned reasons was
probably responsible for this delay.

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837769#msg837769 date=1288007694]
The scenario proposed by Martin indicates that the star gave the Wise Men advanced
notice- they knew about Christ’s birth before it actually happened.[/quote]

Martin needs to make this “advanced notice” theory to uphold the traditional “Christmas scene”
view that the Magi also worshiped Christ in the stable. However I think that Matthew wording is
clear that Christ was then in a house and a child ([i]paidion[/i]) and not a babe ([i]brephos[/i]).
So exegetically, which is what matter to me, and not traditions, this is the best supported view
and other less clear views need to be aligned to these indicators and not vice verse.

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837769#msg837769 date=1288007694]
And what guarantee did the Wise Men have that Christ would still be in Bethlehem 2 years
after His birth?[/quote]

They did not have, nor need to have, any such guarantee. They may have come to this
understanding on their own from Bible study (Micah 5:2) and/or simply took the directive of the
priest Matt 2:4-6. [Indeed they actually first went to the Capital City Jerusalem and the
reappeared Star then guided them to Bethlehem]

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837769#msg837769 date=1288007694]
Mary and Joseph lived in Nazareth, not Bethlehem, so why would they have stayed in
Bethlehem for 2 years instead of returning to their home?[/quote]

Mary and Joseph did live in Nazareth, but after the birth they probably felt that it was best to
raise their child, the future king in the prophesied city of his birth Bethlehem, especially after the
most confirming, independent testimony of the Shepherds (Luke 2:17, 18). This move would be
easy since this was Joseph’s hometown (Luke 2:4, 5). Joseph may have returned on his own to
complete the relocation. Keep also in mind that they would not have planned ‘to spend two years
in Bethlehem and the return to Nazareth’, but permanently live in Bethlehem. In fact Joseph
wanted to “return” to that region, (probably Bethlehem), and not Nazareth in Galilee, upon their
return from Egypt, but decided otherwise when he heard that Herod’s son was reigning in Judea.
(Matt 2:21-23).

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837769#msg837769 date=1288007694]
Notice Matthew 2:2 Saying, Where is he that is born King of the Jews? for we have seen his
star in the east, and are come to worship him.[/quote]



I have just inserted an additional comment on this passage in my previous post. Here is a
restatement of it:

“... Similarly, the identical mention of this “in the East” back in 2:2 could logically only be seen
to be a reference to where the Magi came from as it is much more likely that a bright star would
have allowed them to make a connection, attracted them, to Judea, only if it had appeared over
Judea, thus ‘in the Western sky’ from the standpoint of the Magi, and not in the Eastern regions
where they were. Needless to say that if it had appeared ‘in the Eastern sky to them’ it would
have led them further east towards Asia....”

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837769#msg837769 date=1288007694]
The present tense “is” suggests that Christ’s birth had not yet happened when the Wise
Men arrived in Jerusalem or had just recently happened.  If the Wise Men arrived 2 years
after the fact, wouldn’t they have asked “where is He that was born king of the
Jews”?[/quote]

Exegetically, that assumption/conclusion is really an outright fallacy. First of all, since the aorist
participle for “born” in Matt 2:1 occurs in a narrative (vs. an epistle) is it then more likely of the
customary “antecedent time” to the controlling (aorist indicative) verb “arrived”. (see Wallace,
Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics, 614 + references). Thus the translation of: ‘after Jesus was
born’ in e.g., the NASB, NKJV, NIV, NJB, NRSV, etc. Thus Christ ‘had been born” before the
Magi’s visit. The present tense verb “is” in Matt 2:2 is inquiring of the ‘present location’ of this
Child King and not making a statement on his existence or “state/time of existence”. 

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837769#msg837769 date=1288007694]
But they had seen the star before they met with Herod (Matthew 2:2).  If the star didn’t
exist until after the Wise Men had met Herod, how would they have known to go to
Judea?[/quote]

I did say that the star “reappeared” which only means that it had appeared before then. I.e. around
the time when Christ was born two years before.

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837769#msg837769 date=1288007694]
Then why does the Bible say “star” and not “a distant company of shining angels”?[/quote]

For the same reason that the Bible writers, many times stated things as they saw and understood
them unless otherwise directly instructed/informed by God. I find this, admittedly, extra-biblical
statement, most plausible, simply because the Biblical facts show that this “star” could not have
been a natural occurrence, phenomena. 

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837769#msg837769 date=1288007694]
Get real.  Ancient astronomers were very accomplished.  A supernatural celestial event
would not have gone unnoticed- and it most likely would have been feared by the people
that did notice it.[/quote]



What is ‘not real’ here??? (Whatever that is suppose to imply??). My advise to you is to “get
exegetical”!! I did not say it was “unnoticed” just “not understood”. Any amount of scientific
knowledge apart from Biblical knowledge would not have made a connection to the birth of a
prophesied king in Israel. Other nations may have indeed greatly feared this striking appearance,
however they just could not understand it or properly explain it scientifically. The star may also
have been high enough in the sky to be noticed by these magi in the east, wherever they precisely
came from, and not by everyone else. If it could later lead them to a specific house, it indeed was
probably not to far up. In fact it may have been this unusual altitude that made it noticeable and
not necessarily an surpassing brightness as it is commonly assumed.

October 25, 2010

Quote from: NJK Project on Today at 11:29:30 AM
Uhhh... just Google “star of Bethlehem an eclipse” if you actually want to find people who have
this view.

What makes you think I want to find people who have this view when it is not the view I
believe has the most scientific/historical evidence?  You are arguing with me over
something I don’t believe, so I gather your purpose here is to argue rather than discuss.

Quote
I did not claim that it did. The delay was probably due to the wisemen either first doing an
extensive research in various sacred records to determine the meaning of this great appearance.

If the Wise Men came from Mesopotamia, they most likely already knew what the celestial
events indicated because they most likely knew about Jewish prophecy which would have
been handed down to them from the Jews that were exiled to Babylonia by
Nebuchadnezzar.  They would not have needed to do any research because they were
already expecting to see something in the sky to indicate the fulfillment of Jewish prophecy. 

Quote
Then when they made a royal connection to it, they probably took more time to save up for both
the trip and their great gifts.

Being Wise Men, they most likely had good paying government jobs serving as royal
advisors.  I doubt that they would have had to save up to buy Christmas presents. 

Quote
Martin needs to make this “advanced notice” theory to uphold the traditional “Christmas scene”
view that the Magi also worshiped Christ in the stable.

Except this is not what Martin proposed.

The Star That Astonished The World, Chapter 5, “The suggestion was made in the last
chapter that the Magi presented their gifts to Jesus on December 25, 2 B.C.E. This was not,



however, the time of his birth. When the Magi arrived, Joseph and Mary were no longer in
a stable with Jesus. They were now residing in a house (Matthew 2:11). Jesus had been
circumcised (Luke 2:21) and dedicated at the temple some forty days after his birth (Luke
2:22–24). He was then being called a paidion (toddler) and no longer a brephos (infant).
When the Magi arrived, Jesus was already walking and was able to speak a few words as
most normal children would be able to do when several months old.” 

Quote
They did not have, nor need to have, any such guarantee. They may have come to this
understanding on their own from Bible study (Micah 5:2) and/or simply took the directive of the
priest Matt 2:4-6.

The Wise Men did not know exactly where Christ was when they arrived in Judea; if they
had, they would not have asked around for the location.  Herod’s people told them
Bethlehem- they did not find out this information for themselves.  If they had waited 2
years after the birth before arriving in Judea, chances are nobody would have known for
sure where Christ was living and there would have been no point in asking.

Quote
Mary and Joseph did live in Nazareth,

What Bible, exactly, do you read?  According to Luke 1:26 in mine Christ’s mother lived in
Nazareth, so presumably the man she was engaged to (Matthew 1:18) also lived in
Nazareth.

Quote
“... Similarly, the identical mention of this “in the East” back in 2:2 could logically only be seen
to be a reference to where the Magi came from as it is much more likely that a bright star would
have allowed them to make a connection, attracted them, to Judea, only if it had appeared over
Judea, thus ‘in the Western sky’ from the standpoint of the Magi, and not in the Eastern regions
where they were. Needless to say that if it had appeared ‘in the Eastern sky to them’ it would
have led them further east towards Asia....”

They most likely already knew they had to go to Judea because they knew Jewish prophecy
about Christ’s birth.  The star did not tell them where, but rather when to go. 

Quote
I did say that the star “reappeared”

Yes you did: Reply #9 “I also had consulted Martin’s works, but found them inconclusive as the
Biblical record is clear that the star had appeared twice, once two years before on the very night
when Christ was born and then two years later when the wisemen had made the trip to
Jerusalem.” 

If the star appeared twice, then surely there was a period in which it was not visible which



makes a reappearance necessary for it to have appeared twice.

Quote
For the same reason that the Bible writers, many times stated things as they saw and understood
them unless otherwise directly instructed/informed by God.

Again, astronomers in the ancient world were accomplished enough to distinguish a star or
some other natural celestial phenomenon from “a distant company of shining angels”.

Quote
I find this, admittedly, extra-biblical statement, most plausible,

And herein is found your problem: you don’t have the authority to insert any extra-biblical
statements into God’s Word.  Your distant company of shining angels has no Biblical, no
scientific and no historical evidence. You are making the Bible say what you want it to say
because you don’t want to believe what it actually says.

Quote
What is ‘not real’ here???

You are.  If you are this ignorant of the culture of the ancient world, you are in no position
to propose theories about the star of Bethlehem. 

Quote
(Whatever that is suppose to imply??). My advise to you is to “get exegetical”!! I did not say it
was “unnoticed” just “not understood”.

Which is even more reason why it would have been well documented- it would have struck
terror in the hearts of most people living in the ancient world. 

October 25, 2010

Make sure you pay attention to what I have actually said before replying because some of your
arguments were quite oblivious and/or mindless.

You had said:
[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837769#msg837769 date=1288007694]
I have not made any claim that the star was an eclipse, and I don’t recall that Martin or
anybody else has said it was an eclipse.[/quote]

I did not say in my reply that it was your view or that you wanted to have this view. I just pointed
you to where you could have found out for yourself other people, including Martin, who had this
view before making the implied straw man argument that ‘no one has this view’.

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837886#msg837886 date=1288041226]



If the Wise Men came from Mesopotamia, they most likely already knew what the celestial
events indicated because they most likely knew about Jewish prophecy which would have
been handed down to them from the Jews that were exiled to Babylonia by
Nebuchadnezzar.  They would not have needed to do any research because they were
already expecting to see something in the sky to indicate the fulfillment of Jewish
prophecy.[/quote]

I guess you have to first prove that they came from Mesopotamia first before advancing this as a
controlling theory. Using unknowns as the basis for a view is not the proper exegetical approach.
According to your view, these wise men would also have been defaulty more knowledgeable to
the Jewish writing than all of the Jews anywhere. Possible, but not likely for religious reasons.
The view that they searched out to find the meaning of this appearance in various writings is
more likely. The may even have known of Num 24:17 beforehand but may not have understood
what it meant religiously until they did a study on the Messiah topic in the Jewish Scriptures

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837886#msg837886 date=1288041226]
Being Wise Men, they most likely had good paying government jobs serving as royal
advisors.  I doubt that they would have had to save up to buy Christmas presents.[/quote]

That’s plausible, however a gift for a prophesied, Messianic King, who they assumed was being
hailed as such in Jerusalem, was probably worth at least two years of savings to them. They
surely did not want to appear cheap in front of this Majestic Monarch.

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837886#msg837886 date=1288041226]
Except this is not what Martin proposed. ...[/quote]

Fair enough, now that I see exactly what he said for himself!

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837886#msg837886 date=1288041226]
The Wise Men did not know exactly where Christ was when they arrived in Judea; if they
had, they would not have asked around for the location.  Herod’s people told them
Bethlehem- they did not find out this information for themselves.[/quote]

If you read back my original statement you’ll see that this was exactly one of my two “and/or”
statements here.

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837886#msg837886 date=1288041226]
If they had waited 2 years after the birth before arriving in Judea, chances are nobody
would have known for sure where Christ was living and there would have been no point in
asking.[/quote]

The Bible says that the priest found out where the Messiah was to be born and not where Jesus,
per se, was to be born. So time was not a factor here. They could have come 20 years after his
birth, these priests and scribes would have given them the same answer as this is what the Bible
says.



[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837886#msg837886 date=1288041226]
They most likely already knew they had to go to Judea because they knew Jewish prophecy
about Christ’s birth.  The star did not tell them where, but rather when to go.[/quote]

That is only a supposition based upon your other suppositions that these Magi were from
Mesopotamia/Babylon, were previously fully familiar with the Jewish writings etc...

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837886#msg837886 date=1288041226]
If the star appeared twice, then surely there was a period in which it was not visible which
makes a reappearance necessary for it to have appeared twice.[/quote]

I do not see why you had to restate what I had said since [b]I did say that this is what I had
said[/b]. “[u]The star appeared twice[/u]” That naturally means that it did disappear for a while.
The Biblical text is clear that they were quite excited to see it, evidently, when it reappeared and
proceeded to guide them to Bethlehem. In my view/opinion it probably disappeared after they
became certain that it was leading them to Judea.

I had said: [b]“Mary and Joseph did live in Nazareth,” [/b]

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837886#msg837886 date=1288041226]
What Bible, exactly, do you read?  According to Luke 1:26 in mine Christ’s mother lived in
Nazareth, so presumably the man she was engaged to (Matthew 1:18) also lived in
Nazareth.[/quote]

The NASB if you really need to know. What’s is there that you cannot understand here.
Evidently you are reading, perhaps wishfully, all my “did” statements as “did not”. I can’t help
you there. The Biblical evidence strongly suggests that Joseph and Mary had stayed in Judea after
Christ’s birth as they were seeking to return there when they returned from Egypt (Matt 2:21-23).

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837886#msg837886 date=1288041226]
Again, astronomers in the ancient world were accomplished enough to distinguish a star or
some other natural celestial phenomenon from “a distant company of shining
angels”.[/quote]

However “accomplished” you may want them to be they did not have telescopes. So with the
naked eye, a distant company of shining angels could easily seem like a star. Funny how people
who claim this was an eclipse, planet, or anything else other than a star evidently do not consider
them to be so “knowledgeable” and “accomplished” to make this distinction. I am sure if it
appeared to them as anything else than a star (i.e., an eclipse or a planet), they would have
specifically said so, especially as there were distinct terms for these in those times.
Knowledgeable people today occasionally confuse celestial bodies and occurrences, especially
when new, so why not those astronomers back then?

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837886#msg837886 date=1288041226]
And herein is found your problem: you don’t have the authority to insert any extra-biblical



statements into God’s Word.[/quote]

Actually I believe there is sufficient Biblical authority to accept this statement as an inspired
comment which amplifies the Biblical text. However that is another topic. Still, as many of my
other studies which involves the writings of this author, Ellen G. White, who I accept was an
inspired prophet, I personally accept, and that based upon her own admonition, her contributions
as Biblical only if and as they are in harmony with the more authoritative word of Scripture. So
as I find much supporting evidence in the Bible for her view, I accept this statement as valid.
This is not a “problem” for me at all, but actually helps to resolve many misunderstandings and
inherent ambiguousness in the Bible and such findings are indeed back up by
linguistic/exegetical studies. 

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837886#msg837886 date=1288041226]
Your distant company of shining angels has no Biblical, no scientific and no historical
evidence. You are making the Bible say what you want it to say because you don’t want to
believe what it actually says.[/quote]

Quite contrary to what you claim, I clearly see Biblical, scientific and historical (i.e.,
astronomical) evidence to believe that this star was indeed not a natural phenomena and this
‘company of angels’ view provides the best answer.

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837886#msg837886 date=1288041226]
If you are this ignorant of the culture of the ancient world, you are in no position to
propose theories about the star of Bethlehem.[/quote]

Obviously you have to convince yourself that I am ignorant of the culture of the ancient world.
Why don’t you then try to prove an unknown here. Provide factual statements/evidence for your
suppositions on the Magi.

[quote author=jfla link=topic=40320.msg837886#msg837886 date=1288041226]
Which is even more reason why it would have been well documented- it would have struck
terror in the hearts of most people living in the ancient world.[/quote]

Again this is simply a supposition. If the “star” was not high enough in the sky to be seen
globally, but only locally, and even only to where these Magi were living, then not everyone in
the world would have seen it. (E.g. just like an aircraft flying at 35,000 feet is only seen by a
local group of people near to where it is flying.) Your statement actually supports this view of
mine. A company of angels can easily accomplish this so that they can only be seen by a select
local group, i.e., wherever it was that these magi lived.

October 25, 2010

Quote from: NJK Project on October 25, 2010, 06:30:01 PM
Make sure you pay attention to what I have actually said before replying because some of your
arguments were quite oblivious and/or mindless.



And you have been an utter waste of time.

October 26, 2010

Quote from: jfla on October 25, 2010, 07:50:14 PM
And you have been an utter waste of time.

Obviously that is your best, non-substantive and red-herring, reply. Quite typical of your non-
exegetical/traditional “type”... ‘keeps seeing a forest despite all of the felled trees.’ That does not
begin to affect the actual, verifiable facts involved in this topic, which you need to ignore.

August 2, 2011

[quote author=p.rehbein link=topic=40320.msg886392#msg886392 date=1303002516]no one
gave thought to the Historical Records of the  Roman Empire and the time they held their
head counts which is what brought Joseph and Mary to Bethleham in the first
place...[/quote]

The Roman census is often stated as a ‘miraculous occurrence which helped fulfill the assumed
“birth place” prophecy of Mich 5:2’, however that is neither exegetically accurate, nor actually
necessary. Micah 5:2 is only pointing out that from the smallest of the clans in Judah will come
the Messiah, and that is all because the Messiah was going to be born in the line of David who
was born in Bethlehem. So wherever Jesus was actually born, that prophecy would have been
fulfilled.

Also the Roman held their census at regular 14 year interval so this one in actually 8 B.C.
(‘before the one taken by Quirinius in 6 A.D.’ (Luke 2:2)) was scheduled to occur then. So it
would have been, if a Bethlehem birth would have been required to fulfill Micah 5:2 that God
simply made the Messiah to be born in that year/time when there would be such a census. Since
God would also know when the precise month would likely be, He would have also timed the
Holy Spirit conception of Christ to end up in a birth during that census time.

However I see that, any effectuated Bethlehem birth was just “icing on the cake” and not a
needed action for Micah 5:2 statement.


